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Abstract To reduce the energy cost of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the duty cycle (i.e., periodic
wake-up and sleep) concept has been used in several
medium access control (MAC) protocols. Although
these protocols are energy efficient, they are primarily
designed for low-traffic environments and therefore
sacrifice delay in order to maximize energy conservation. However, many applications having both low
and high traffic demand a duty cycle MAC that is
able to achieve better energy utilization with minimum
energy loss ensuring delay optimization for timely and
effective actions. In this paper, nW-MAC is proposed;
this is an asynchronously scheduled and multiple wakeup provisioned duty cycle MAC protocol for WSNs.
The nW-MAC employs an asynchronous rendezvous
schedule selection technique to provision a maximum
of n wake-ups in the operational cycle of a receiver.
The proposed MAC is suitable to perform in both lowand high-traffic applications using a reception window-
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based medium access with a specific RxOp. Furthermore, per cycle multiple wake-up concept ensures optimum energy consumption and delay maintaining a
higher throughput, as compare to existing mechanisms.
Through analysis and simulations, we have quantified
the energy-delay performance and obtained results that
expose the effectiveness of nW-MAC.
Keywords Wireless sensor network (WSN) ·
Medium access control (MAC) · Wake-up schedule ·
Operational cycle · Duty cycle · Energy · Delay

1 Introduction
Currently, one of the main challenges for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the handling of large variations
in traffic loads (i.e., low and high) for various applications. Additionally, many monitoring applications (e.g.,
fire alarm, intruder detection, tracking, etc.) demand
timely and effective actions with minimum delay. However, the energy-efficiency constraint often makes it
challenging for WSNs to perform in real-time; in such
applications a very low periodic traffic primarily exists
for a longer period of time in the absence of event
traffic. Therefore, the WSN design protocols need to
consider an energy-delay trade-off in order to fulfill
such application requirements.
Imperative and co-related research have shown energy as the most decisive resource for any WSN, including monitoring networks; the demand for extended network life time motivates the design of energy efficient
medium access control (MAC) protocols [1, 2]. Consequently, the periodic wake-up and sleep schedule
(namely duty-cycle)-based MAC is introduced to reduce
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energy consumption [1–4]. A sensor node in these protocols has its own wake-up schedule, i.e., maintains a
wake-up cycle (hereafter, we interchangeably refer to
this as either an operational cycle or a cycle). The cycle
duration is more adaptable for existing duty cycle MAC
protocols in working energy efficiently in low traffic
only. Whereas, the blow of the of event data or heavy
traffic is still unrevealed in designing such protocols.
To perform in real-time it is important to ensure
a minimum level of delay. Unfortunately however,
conventional sensor MAC design places the emphasis
on maximizing energy conservation [1, 2]. In typical
protocols, each node wakes-up once per cycle to receive
any potential data and sleeps for the remainder of the
cycle period. Senders that cannot transmit their data in
that wake-up time have to wait for at least a receiver’s
sleep period; this is defined as a sleep delay in DMAC [5]. Thus, in a multi-hop path, the worst-possible
delay is bounded by either the cycle or sleep periods
of the intermediate nodes. Moreover, we argue that
the per cycle single wake-up strategy for the receiver
is not suitable for event traffic; when an event occurs
the delay increases if the nodes cannot forward the
event-triggered heavy traffic due to the sleep periods.
Although the concept of multiple packet reception at
each wake-up is introduced in [1, 3], in heavy traffic
environment their unbounded reception endures more
collisions resulting in very low throughput and large
delay due to retransmissions.
So far, based on rendezvous selection between
sender and receiver, duty cycle MAC protocols are
mainly categorized into synchronous and asynchronous
protocols. In a synchronous MAC [4, 6], nodes in the
same neighborhood are time-synchronized for simultaneous wake-up at the beginning of a common cycle and
transmit their data using the basic carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). However,
nodes simultaneous wake-up in synchronous protocols
results in higher contentions and collisions, and the
clock synchronization overhead makes it difficult to
implement in a multi-hop WSN.
Conversely, in asynchronous protocols, nodes maintain their individual cycles at random and the senderreceiver rendezvous is selected either through the
sender or receiver initiated medium access. In sender
initiated MAC [2, 3], a long preamble (equivalent to at
least a receiver’s cycle or sleep period) from the sender
is used to rendezvous with the receiver. Such a preamble causes a significant amount of energy waste and delay. In comparison to its sender initiated counterparts,
a receiver initiated MAC [1] provides better energy
and delay performance, by avoiding the unnecessary
medium occupancy time for a preamble transmission.
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However, the existing receiver initiated schemes still
suffers due to idle listening [4] and sleep delay at the
sender end. Furthermore, recent asynchronous MAC
protocols [1, 3] lags with traffic variations and rarely
handle heavy traffic scenarios. Hence, improvements
are still needed for the issues discussed.
In this paper, motivated by the above observations, nW-MAC is proposed. This is an asynchronously
scheduled receiver- initiated duty cycle MAC protocol for WSNs comprising n wake-up provisions in the
receiver cycle. This protocol attempts to satisfy the
following:
–
–

Minimize energy consumption with optimal delay
under low traffic conditions.
Maximize energy utilization with improved
throughput and minimum delay in the handling of
heavy traffic.

The major contributions of nW-MAC can be summarized as follows: (1) An innovative multiple wakeup provisioning in sensor MAC is introduced, utilizing
an energy and delay efficient asynchronous rendezvous
schedule selection by the receiver. (2) A reception
window-based bounded channel access is used, limiting the reception opportunity (RxOp) of a receiver
in receiving multiple packets at each wake-up. (3)
Adaptability is ensured on-demand basis in using the
n wake-up provisions by the receiver at every cycle. (4)
Performance of the nW-MAC is analyzed in detail and
evaluated through extensive simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a background study on existing sensor MAC
protocols, Section 3 introduces the preliminary design
considerations, Section 4 includes detailed protocol
operations, Section 5 analyzes nW-MAC in terms of
energy consumption and delay, Section 6 presents performance evaluations by simulation efforts and comparisons, and Section 7 provides our conclusions with
future considerations.

2 Related work
In recent years, a number of MAC protocols have been
proposed for WSN, and as mentioned in Section 1,
existing asynchronous MAC protocols can be categorized into sender- and receiver-initiated MAC. The
very early sender- initiated MAC protocol, B-MAC [2],
optimizes the WSN energy performance by employing
a preamble sampling technique. In recent research,
[1, 3, 7], it has been determined that the detection of a
preamble forces a node to receive the entire preamble
causing large overhearing [4] oriented energy loss at
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the non-intended receivers. Although B-MAC is an
energy-efficient protocol and works well in very low
traffic, it is unable to avoid preamble overhead and
sleep delay.
The X-MAC [3] overcomes the overhearing problem with the long preamble transmission in B-MAC.
In X-MAC, strobe preambles (having receiver IDs)
are transmitted by the sender, as shown in Fig. 1a.
At the asynchronous wake-up (i.e., after the wake-up
interval), if the receiver detects the strobe preamble(s),
it simply sends an acknowledgment (ACK), otherwise
it goes to sleep. Upon receiving an early ACK from
the receiver, the sender then transmits the data and
receives the data ACK; hence, X-MAC partially reduces the preamble transmission time. However, we
have identified that X-MAC still has two basic problems. Firstly, it wastes energy due to the strobe preambles since, on average for half of the receiver’s cycle
(i.e., wake-up interval), a sender needs to transmit the
preambles to be in rendezvous with the receiver, as
shown in Fig. 1a. Secondly, at the sender end, the
sleep delay due to the receiver’s wake-up interval (or
cycle) is very large; on average, this delay is half of the
cycle period at each hop. Additionally, X-MAC does
not consider the consequences of high traffic, which is
the primary concern in the handling of a monitoring
network.
The asynchronous protocol WiseMAC [7] is limited to work only for the downlinks of infrastructure
WSNs, and adaptively minimizes the preamble length.
At each reception, the receiver informs the sender
about the next wake-up schedule. Senders store the
receiver’s wake-up time (offset) and accordingly reduce
the preamble length for further transmissions for that
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specified wake-up. nW-MAC uses the offset storing
specification of WiseMAC where each sender-receiver
pair asynchronously selects their rendezvous.
The most recent protocol, RI-MAC [1], brings the
first receiver initiated MAC concept into WSNs. The
operation of RI-MAC is shown in Fig. 1b; a receiver at
each wake-up cycle (or beacon interval) sends a request
message (i.e., beacon) for potential data reception.
Thus, the receiver initiated concept is able to decrease
the energy loss and medium occupancy time associated
with a preamble as well as the delay that occurs in
the sender initiated protocols [2, 3, 7]. A sender in
RI-MAC listens and checks the medium for a request
beacon from the receiver. Upon its receipt, the sender
transmits the data and receives the data ACK (i.e.,
also a beacon for more data request). Although with
low traffic RI-MAC performs efficiently, the medium
access mechanism of this protocol has a number of
shortcomings. We have observed that in RI-MAC the
idle listening and sleep delay period at the sender end
are very long due to the receiver’s beacon interval (as in
Fig. 1b). On average, the idle listening and sleep delay
are lengthened to half of the receiver’s cycle at each
hop. Therefore, RI-MAC still causes unnecessary energy loss and delay. Furthermore, with heavy traffic the
unbounded multiple packets reception at each wakeup of the receiver increases the overall network contentions. Hence, collision oriented retransmissions in
RI-MAC minimize throughput causing significant delay in multi-hop path.
Over the years, several synchronous MAC protocols,
(e.g., S-MAC [4], D-MAC [5], T-MAC [6], R-MAC
[8], DW-MAC [9]) have been proposed for WSNs.
The energy-efficient S-MAC [4] is the first synchronous
MAC protocol for WSNs, and several extensions of
this innovative work are introduced later on. D-MAC
[5] is such a protocol with a precisely synchronized
staggered solution to achieve a minimum delay over
a multi-hop path, where nodes first receive a packet
and immediately transmit it to downstream. R-MAC
[8] provides another staggered solution using a control
packet (pion frame). In nW-MAC, we also propose a
similar but asynchronously scheduled staggered solution, where network wide synchronization is avoided
and unlike [5, 8], receivers can receive multiple packets
at each wake-up
There exists a few well-known hybrid MAC protocols such as SCP-MAC [10] and Funneling-MAC [11].
These protocols use the advantageous properties of
both the synchronous and asynchronous schemes. In
SCP-MAC, nodes are precisely synchronized like SMAC, whereas in Funneling-MAC, only the nodes near
the sink are synchronized.
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Despite the energy and delay efficiency, existing
synchronous and hybrid MAC protocols are not good
choices for WSNs due to the synchronization overhead and their implementation complexity. nW-MAC
uses a determined asynchronously scheduled duty cycle
approach; each receiver maintains an individual cycle
at random and senders follow the time differences to
predict the scheduled rendezvous with the receiver considering the potential clock drifts.

3 System model and preliminaries
3.1 Network model
nW-MAC is designed for a typical WSN scenario, as
shown in Fig. 2a; it comprises multiple unidirectional
data flow converging toward a single point or sink,
resulting in a tree topology. The research for D-MAC
[5] justifies our assumption of the tree topology for
a duty cycle MAC protocol; the network consists of
stationary sensor nodes with a single routing path from
each node to the sink.
nW-MAC is a receiver initiated MAC, there are N
receiving nodes in the network, and the ith receiver is
denoted as ri . Each receiver has one downstream node
and multiple upstream nodes. The downstream node of
ri is denoted as di and the jth upstream node of ri is
denoted as uij.
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A flow is defined as the traffic from a particular
source node (either periodically, or upon the detection
of any event, or a combination of both). nW-MAC
considers the unicast transmission of a flow.
3.2 Assumptions
We assume that each receiver has an operational cycle
and each cycle has an active operational period which
determines the duty cycle of a node [1, 3, 4]. However,
the operational cycle and duty cycle for nW-MAC are
defined as follows:
Definition 1 Operational Cycle: an operational cycle or
a node cycle is the time interval that includes multiple
i denote the cycle of ri .
wake-up provisions. Let T
Definition 2 Duty Cycle: the duty cycle of a node is
defined as the ratio between a node’s active time to its
entire cycle time. Active time includes all of the actions
and activities of a node (i.e., channel access at single or
multiple wake-ups, medium listening, transmission and
reception etc.).
In a cycle, nW-MAC provisions a number of wakeups for a receiving node. Let n denote the number of
wake-ups in a cycle, and wk denote the identification
(ID) of the kth wake-up where {k = 0, 1, · · · , (n − 1)},
as shown in Fig. 2b. The value of n is set equal to 4
based on extensive simulations; it produces the optimum energy-delay trade-off for a wide variation of simulation environments. All of the subsequent sections
of this paper use this same value for n. We further
assume that each data transmission uses a request-toreceive (RTR) packet initiated by the receiving node at
each wake-up. RTR is similar to the beacon concept in
RI-MAC [1], however, besides a request for data and
acknowledgment a successful reception, a receiver in
nW-MAC also uses it for wake-up scheduling.
Definition 3 Wake-up Of fset: The n wake-up offsets of
a receiver originate from the start-of-cycle (SoC), tSoC
and the offset of the wk wake-up of ri is obtained by
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i
T
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n
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Therefore, in a cycle, the interval between consecu
tive wake-up provisions of ri is Tni .
3.3 Initialization
We assume that each node chooses a random cycle
duration at startup and remains active for a number
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of cycles. Furthermore, each node announces its cycle length to the upstream nodes using the basic
CSMA/CA mechanism. However, the active period of
an upstream node uij initially depends on the cycle
length of the receiver ri which uij extracts from the
i . The active window of uij, denoted
announcement of T
as Tactive , is given by

Tactive =

i
T
+ Tr ,
n

(2)

where, Tr is referred to as the RTR window which is
defined as the duration of the transmission of the RTR
packet and the receipt of its acknowledgment. During
initialization, node uij asynchronously wakes-up at random; after this point it wakes-up at a fixed interval
i (i.e., the cycle length of uij’s receiver ri ). After
of T
wake-up, uij checks the medium for a period of Tactive
before going back to sleep. Therefore, if ri transmits an
RTR packet in each of its n wake-ups, it is guaranteed
that uij receives one of the n RTR packets of ri . This
assumption can be verified by the dominating-awakeinterval technique [12] and overlapping principle [13].

4 nW-MAC protocol operation
4.1 nW-MAC overview
In nW-MAC, an asynchronous scheme derives maximum n wake-up schedules per cycle for each receiver.
The schedule selection is mainly designed to optimize
the energy consumption and delay in accessing the
medium.
After initialization and schedule selection, nodes follow the wake-up and sleep schedules. In basic nWMAC, a receiver wakes-up at a scheduled reception
time and sends an RTR in order to receive data from
the senders. In contrast, a sender only wakes-up prior
to the receiver’s specified wake-up time, and sends
data upon receiving the RTR. Furthermore, to receive
multiple packets at each wake-up, a RxOp limit is used
for the receiver.
To fulfill the demand of an event monitoring network,
an adaptive version of nW-MAC is also proposed;
under very low periodic traffic, a receiver maintains a
per cycle single wake-up-based asynchronous staggered
schedule (see Section 4.4.1). Conversely, in response to
event-triggered heavy traffic, each receiver makes an
on-demand adaptive and additive use of the provisions
for n wake-ups in every cycle.

4.2 Asynchronous schedule selection
The proposed asynchronous scheme first selects a rendezvous schedule for each sender-receiver pair at one
of the n wake-ups of the receiver. To maximize energy
conservation, both sender and receiver store their selected rendezvous, and accordingly, they wake-up to
send and receive, respectively.
To select the schedule, a receiver ri wakes-up at w0 ,
i ). At each wake-up,
w1 , w2 , and w3 within the cycle (T
it transmits an RTR packet to its upstream node(s) uij if
the medium is found free. Otherwise, the receiver waits
for an RTR contention window period, denoted as
CWRTR , and transmits the RTR afterward. On the coni interval, all uij asynchronously listen
trary, in every T
to the medium for a period Tactive (derived in Section
3.3). Therefore, if there is no collision originated loss,
it can be guaranteed that any of the RTR packets (out
of 4) transmitted by ri at different wk s, is received by
the upstream nodes [12, 13]. Upon receiving the RTR,
the upstream nodes wait for a SIFS and contend with a
random back-off (0 to CWRTR ). An uij with an early
back-off expiration replies with an acknowledgment
(ACK) and stores that wk wake-up offset of ri as its
i .
scheduled transmission (Tx) rendezvous in every T
After receipt of the first ACK from any uij, ri waits
for a maximum back-off (CWRTR ) to receive further
ACK from another node, if any. The upstream node(s)
that looses the previous contention pauses the backoff counter; when the medium becomes free it resumes
counting to send an ACK. Accordingly, the wk wakeups, at which ri receives an ACK from its upstream
nodes, are selected as the scheduled reception (Rx)
rendezvous; therefore, for ri the maximum number of
i are less than or equal to n.
scheduled wake-ups during T
As in Fig. 3, node A transmits an RTR at each of its
four wake-ups (w0 , w1 , w2 , and w3 ), for every cycle; at
w1 one of the RTRs is received and acknowledged by
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Fig. 3 Duty cycle after initialization. Node A’s upstream nodes
A
B, C and D (as in Fig. 2a) have the active time Tactive in every T
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node B. Therefore, w1 is selected as the Tx rendezvous
for B with the receiver A. Again, nodes C and D
receive the RTR at w3 of A. Now, if D sends an ACK
first, C pauses the back-off and resumes whenever node
D finishes transmission and vice versa. Hence, w3 is
selected as the Tx rendezvous for C and D with their
receiver A. Finally, in subsequent cycles node A wakesup only at w1 and w3 , since these are the selected Rx
rendezvous for A.
An upstream node further selects a start-of-cycle
(tSoC ) for its own w0 wake-up. Let an uij have a Tx
rendezvous at twi k (i.e., wk wake-up of ri ). Thus, the tSoC
for uij is chosen as
i
T
, t2 = twi k − (g1 + g2 ),
2n
= rand (t1 , t2 ),

t1 = twi k −
tSoC

(3)

where rand(t1 , t2 ) is a function that generates a random start-of-cycle ranging from the time offset t1 to t2 .
Hence, for n = 4, the tSoC or w0 wake-up of uij can be,

at most, a T8i unit time earlier than the wk wake-up of
ri . Moreover, the guard time g1 is considered for the
potential clock drift [7], and the guard time g2 provides
the opportunity for receiving at least one data packet
(from uij’s upstream node) by uij at its w0 .
g2 = (slotTime × CWRTR ) + TRTR + SIFS

The proposed scheduling is adaptive and scalable to
any topology changes in a WSN. To join the network,
a new node or node having link failures listens to the
max ,
medium for at least a maximum cycle period, T
a system parameter. Therefore, within the coverage
area, that node is guaranteed to hear RTR(s) from its
neighbor(s) and is then able to select its receiver and
schedules during regular MAC operations.
4.3 Basic nW-MAC
In basic nW-MAC, a receiver follows a reception
window-based MAC, where a reception window is
defined as
Definition 4 Reception Window: A variable length aci
tive period, Trw
, which reflects the RxOp limit of the
receiver ri in a specific reception rendezvous.
In a scheduled Rx rendezvous at wk (or twi k ), node ri ’s
i
maximum Trw
length is bounded by either of two other
offsets: (1) ri ’s own Tx rendezvous at a downstream
node di ’s wake-up offset twdik , and (2) ri ’s another Rx
rendezvous at offset twi l , where l = k. Thus, receiver ri
i
calculates Trw
as
T1 = twi l − tcurrent ,

+ (slotTime×CWData )+TData +SIFS+TACK , (4)
here, TRTR , TData , TACK are the required time periods for transmitting RTR, data, and ACK packets,
respectively. The CWData is the contention window for
the data packet, and slotTime is used to calculate the
maximum back-off times.
Considering Fig. 4, suppose that node B has Tx rendezvous at w1 of A; hence, tSoC of B is selected between
A

T
and ( T4A − (g1 + g2 )). After selecting tSoC , node B
8
commences sending an RTR at each of its w0 , · · · , w3
wake-ups.

T2 = twdik − tcurrent ,

i
Trw
= min(T1 , T2 ) − g1 ,

where tcurrent is the current time and the guard time,
g1 , is excluded for potential clock drift. Receiver ri
i
continuously update the instantaneous Trw
. As shown

in Fig. 5, in the cycle T B , node B has a scheduled Rx
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rendezvous at w0 , w1 and w3 for the upstream nodes E,
B
F and G, respectively. Here, the maximum Trw
length
at w0 is bounded by B’s Tx rendezvous with receiver A
B
(at w1 of A). The maximum Trw
at w1 is limited by B’s
other Rx rendezvous (at w3 of B).
Algorithm 1 represents the core operations of the
proposed reception window-based basic nW-MAC. In
every cycle, a receiver ri periodically wakes-up at its
scheduled Rx rendezvous and transmits an RTR (if the
medium is idle). Prior to sending the first RTR at each
wake-up, ri performs a back-off (0 to CWRTR ) to avoid
collisions (line 3). However, if the medium is busy, ri
waits until the minimum of either the reception window
i
T
i
(Trw
) or a duration of 2n
(line 2). Meanwhile, it sends
the RTR whenever the medium becomes idle. After
sending the RTR, ri waits for a SIFS plus a maximum
back-off (CWData ) (line 5) in order to receive data from
the intended sender(s). The expiration of this period
forces the receiver to sleep (line 22) since it indicates no
data or a busy medium at the sender end. Conversely,
upon receiving any data packet within that time period
(line 6), ri waits for a SIFS, and transmits another RTR
(line 8 or 12) as a data acknowledgment (i.e., the ACK
bit is set to 1).

573
i
data packet, Trw
is found greater than g1 plus the time
required to send the last RTR (i.e., the ACK) (lines 710). Hence, the reception window allows a receiver to
receive additional, as well as multiple packets, at each
i
wake-up. However, when Trw
goes below a specified
duration (lines 11-18), the data request bit is set to 0
in the last RTR (line 12), and instead of sleeping, a
receiver is awakened until its next scheduled Rx or Tx
rendezvous (either till twi l or twdik ). This assumption considers a trade-off for saving the radio initiating energy [2].
In contrast, to adjust the clock drift a sender wakesup g1 earlier than its Tx rendezvous. The sender listens
to the medium for a Tr + 2g1 period to receive a potential RTR from the receiver, where Tr is the RTR
window. However, due to the busy medium at the receiver end, sender(s) might not get an RTR within that
i
T
duration and thereafter, waits for another 2n
period. If
there is still no RTR packet for the sender, it goes to
sleep until the receiver’s next cycle.
Upon receiving an RTR, the sender(s) contends with
a random back-off (0 to CWData ). A node with an early
back-off expiration sends a data packet and waits for
an ACK from the receiver, while another sender(s) (if
any) pauses the back-off and waits for more data request (in another RTR) from the receiver. The same or
a different sender(s) further transmits data in the same
way as if the receiver requests more data, otherwise it
goes to sleep.
As shown in Fig. 5, at w0 wake-up, receiver B sends
the RTR packets until the reception window allows and
receives multiple data packets from E in response to
B
each RTR. As soon as the Trw
expires, B remains active
until the w1 wake-up of downstream node A.
In basic nW-MAC, the overall energy cost may ini
T
crease as a result of the additional active period ( 2n
)
for both the receiver and sender(s). However, to avoid
the sleep delay this energy trade-off is deemed necessary. Only in the worst-possible case does a receiver
i
T
or sender have to lengthen the active period till 2n
.
Note that for n = 4, this period is only one eighth of
i ), and potentially happens only
the receiver’s cycle (T
when the medium is highly loaded [14].

4.4 Adaptive nW-MAC

Moreover, a data request bit is set to 1 in the same
RTR (line 8), when, in addition to receive a further

The unpredictable nature of monitoring networks leads
to the mixing of high volume of event traffic with the
mostly durable low periodic data. Existing sensor MAC
protocols [1, 3] rarely handle the event traffic phenomena. Therefore, adaptive nW-MAC is designed to work
with event data using the same reception window-based
concept of Section 4.3.
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4.4.1 Asynchronous staggered schedule
In the proposed asynchronous schedule selection (Section 4.2), there is the possibility that in every cycle a
node might experience a fixed delay prior to forwarding
any data to downstream. The consequences of such a
delay at every hop may result in a larger end-to-end
delay. As in Fig. 6a, node B has the Tx rendezvous
at w1 wake-up of receiver A, whereas, it has the Rx
rendezvous for upstream nodes C and D at its w0 and
w1 wake-ups, respectively. Thus, packets received by B

at w1 , experience a fixed delay (greater than T8A ), since
it can only send the received packets at the w1 wake-up
of A. Similar delay occurs for the packets received by
C at its w1 and w2 wake-ups, as C can only send at w0
wake-up of B.
Moreover, with very low periodic traffic the use
of multiple wake-ups in every cycle appears careless
from an energy- efficiency point of view. Therefore, to
avoid these problems nW-MAC proposes an adaptive
staggered scheduling, which is able to maintain the
optimum energy consumption and delay for nodes with
different hops on a data gathering tree. To accomplish
this during regular MAC operations (using RTRs), a
receiver ri announces a single Rx rendezvous at the
wkmin of a cycle, where wkmin has a minimum forwarding
delay toward the downstream node di .
In subsequent cycles, the senders adhere to the
new rendezvous schedule with the receiver. Nodes on
different hops adaptively build up an almost staggered
data forwarding which we refer as an asynchronous
staggered schedule. In Fig. 6c, node B selects the new
Rx rendezvous at w0 , since w0 has a minimum delay
with the w1 wake-up of A; upstream nodes C and D
follow the new Tx rendezvous at the w0 wake-up of B.

Similarly, node C chooses the Rx rendezvous at w0 due
to its minimum delay with the w0 wake-up of receiver B.
Adaptation of this approach at the boundary nodes
results in a single wake-up-based asynchronous staggered solution for each cycle, as shown in Fig. 6c.
Analysis shows that for a chain topology, the asynchronous staggered schedule limits the per hop average
i
T
delay within an approximate maximum bound of 2n
; for
n = 4, this delay is only one eighth of the receiver’s
i ).
cycle (T
4.4.2 Multiple wake-up schedule
An increase in the traffic load may occur due to event
detection, variation in the data generation rate, etc. As
mentioned, nW-MAC has the provisions for n wakeups for each cycle of a receiver; whenever it is necessary
receivers utilize these provisions. Note that the traffic
load detection [14, 15] is out of the scope of this paper,
rather, the nW-MAC protocol predicts and performs
adaptively to deal with varying loads.
While operating in the single wake-up-based staggered schedule, a receiver ri decides that another wake-up
in the same cycle is necessary, based on the determination of full utilization of the reception window.
i
More specifically, when the Trw
of a receiver ri expires,
due to the downstream node di ’s wake-up offset twdik , ri
presumes that senders still have data to send. However,
due to the bounded reception window the receiver
cannot receive the additional data.
A receiver adapts to the prediction of more data,
and interjects an additional wake-up in the same cycle.
To accomplish this, in addition to the wkmin wake-up,
ri announces (using RTR) another Rx rendezvous at
the next minimally delayed (i.e., in terms of forwarding
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Fig. 6 a Rx and Tx Rendezvous schedules for the nodes of the tree in Fig. 6b, b A data gathering tree, and c Single wake-up-based
asynchronous staggered schedule for the nodes of the tree in Fig. 6b
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toward di ) wake-up of the same cycle. Senders with
more data are informed (snoop the RTR) of the additional wake-up; hence, they immediately go to sleep
until the receiver’s new wake-up. Thus, by an ondemand basis, a receiver additively utilizes all of its n
wake-ups when necessary, due to the full utilization of
the reception window at any newly added wake-up. In
contrast, under utilization of the reception window at
any new wake-up, drives a receiver to deduct it from
the wake-up list.
Therefore, a per cycle multiple wake-up strategy decreases contentions and collisions at the subsequent Rx
rendezvous of a receiver. With high traffic, this strategy
is able to ensure a higher throughput with minimum delay, which are the critical goals of nW-MAC. Although
multiple wake-ups of a receiver require additional radio
initiating energy [2], this additional energy would be
worthwhile in order to minimize delay and maximize
throughput.

5 Analysis of nW-MAC
To verify the performance of nW-MAC, several observations on the energy consumption and delay optimization are analyzed in this section. Throughout the
analysis, the notations contained in Table 1 are used,

Table 1 Notation used for analysis
Notation

Meaning

Etx
Erx
Ptx
Prx
Pidle
Psleep
Pwake−up
i
T
Tr
i
Trw
i
Tidle
ij
Tidle
TData
TRTR
CWData
CWRTR
slotTime
h
n
Dmax
Dmin
Davg

Energy to send a data packet
Energy to receive multiple data packets
Power to transmita
Power to receivea
Power in idle mode a
Power in sleep mode a
Power to wake-upa
Cycle duration of a receiver ri
RTR window period
Maximum reception window of ri
Idle period at receiver ri
Idle period at sender uij
Time to transmit a data packet
Time to transmit a RTR packet
Contention window for data
Contention window for RTR
Time duration of a single slot
Number of hops
i
Number of wake-up in a cycle T

a Power

Maximum end-to-end delay
Minimum end-to-end delay
Average end-to-end delay

levels of CC2420 radio
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where the power levels of CC2420 radio are considered
in the energy measurements.
5.1 Energy consumption
The performance of nW-MAC depends on the energy
consumption for a number of RTRs, data and ACK
sending and receiving, the number of wake-ups per
cycle, the idle period in medium listening, etc. The expected energy to transmit a data packet by an upstream
sender uij of receiver ri , is calculated as
Etx = (m × TRTR ) × Prx + TData × Ptx + TACK × Prx
ij

+ Tidle × Pidle ,

(6)

We assume that prior to sending a packet, uij has to
i
T
listen for an expected duration of Tr + 2n
and receive m
number of RTRs from ri . The later assumption is true
when uij fails to transmit the data packet in response
to a maximum (m − 1) number of RTRs; here, (m −
1) other transmissions are considered prior to uij’s data
ij
transmission. Thus, the idle listening time (Tidle ) at uij
solely depends on m, such that


ij
Tidle

Ti
Tr + 2n
=
+ (SIFS × m)
2


CWData
+ TData
+ SIFS + slotTime ×
2

× (m − 1),

(7)

With a very low traffic, the value of m is expected to
be small since the possibility of simultaneous senders at
a given instant of time is minimal, and therefore there
exists fewer contention and collision possibilities. In a
single wake-up-based asynchronous staggered schedule, a sender listens to the medium for a maximum
i
T
average bound of 2n
. When n = 4, this becomes api . It is
proximately one eighth of the receiver’s cycle T
worth mentioning that for a sender and a receiver in
RI-MAC [1] and X-MAC [3], respectively, the average
medium listening time is, analytically, one half of the
cycle length; this is greater than that using nW-MAC.
Conversely, a receiver can receive multiple packets within the reception window. Thus, m data packets received at each Rx rendezvous require at least
(m + 1) RTR transmissions, including the ACK for the
last received packet. Hence, the energy for m packets
received is
Erx = ((m + 1) × TRTR ) × Ptx + (m × TData ) × Prx
i
+ Tidle
× Pidle ,

(8)
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i
Tidle
includes the average waiting time for a receiver
prior to sending the first RTR. Additionally, an average
of data contention back-off is considered after each
of the m RTR packet transmissions. A maximum data
i
back-off is also added to Tidle
when ri does not receive
any data after sending the last RTR (with an additional
data request).



i 
T
i
Trw
CWData
2n
i
Tidle =
or
+ SIFS + slotTime ×
2
2
2

× m + (SIFS + slotTime × CWData ),

(9)

The observations based on the energy analysis
demonstrate that nW-MAC is able to maintain optimal
energy consumption; in low traffic a receiver primari interval. Moreover, the enily wakes-up once per T
ergy cost is minimal since receivers avoid unnecessary
medium listening [4], with the exception of the idle
waiting time for data reception.
5.2 Delay optimality
To quantify the delay of nW-MAC, we analyze the
minimum and maximum end-to-end delay distribution
of a chain topology. In asynchronous staggered schedule, receiver ri utilizes only one wake-up per cycle
which is at the minimum delayed wake-up (wkmin ). In
such a schedule, the per hop delay is bounded by the
maximum possible duration of the reception window
i
Trw
. According to the start-of-cycle (SoC) selection in
Section 4.2, the wkmin wake-up of a receiver has, at most,
i
T
i
long reception window. Additionally, the Trw
of ri
a 2n
cannot exceed the downstream node di ’s wake-up offset
(twdik ). Therefore, the maximum end-to-end delay from a
source node toward the sink is derived as


i
i
T
T
rw
i + (h − 1) ×
Dmax = T
−
,
(10)
2n
2
The assumption is made here that after generating a
packet a source must wait, at most, for the duration of
i before sending it to the receiver. For the remainder
T
i
T
of the (h − 1) hops the maximum delay should be ( 2n
−
i
Trw
).
2

Subsequently, if any source obtains an immediate
rendezvous with the receiver after receiving the packet
from the upper layer, the minimum delay would be


i
i
T
Trw
Dmin = h ×
−
,
(11)
2n
2
The delay approximation for adaptive multiple
wake-up schedules is complex. Considering that to

handle heavy traffic a receiver might need to wakeup a maximum of n possible times at each cycle (i.e.,
the worst-possible case) and accordingly announce its
wake-up schedules or Rx rendezvous (using RTR).
Being aware of the schedules, the upstream senders
select all of the n wake-ups of the receiver as their Tx
rendezvous. Eventually, all of the senders have an equal
probability for sending data at each of the n wake-ups
of the receiver. Hence, the per hop delay is equal to the

cycle average which is T2i and the average end-to-end
delay is
Davg =

i

h − 1 
T
i
+
× Ti − Trw
,
2
2

(12)

The delay analysis of nW-MAC demonstrates that
in an asynchronous staggered schedule the per hop
i
T
average delay is bounded by 2n
. Thus, for a chain the
maximum per hop delay is approximately one eighth
i ) (n = 4 for this paper’s
of the receiver’s cycle time (T
example). This causes a significant delay reduction as
compared with the existing asynchronous RI-MAC [1]
and X-MAC [3]; the per hop average delay for those
protocols is one half of the cycle. Moreover, for a
multiple wake-up schedule the average per hop delay

of nW-MAC is equivalent to T2i , which contributes to
minimizing the delay even under heavy traffic conditions.

6 Performance evaluations
6.1 Simulation setup
The simulations of nW-MAC are extensively performed in NS-2. The nW-MAC behavior for two
different network conditions is studied: (1) single-flow
performance in a chain topology, and (2) multiple
flow performance in a tree topology. Routing traffic
is avoided and a static path from each sensor node to
the sink is used. The link bandwidth is set as 250 Kbps
and all of the nodes in the network have a transmission
and carrier sensing range of 25 and 55 m, respectively.
Source nodes generate data either periodically or based
on the detection of an event, or both.
Table 2 provides the details concerning the nWMAC simulation parameters; the majority of them have
been extracted from the NS-2 implementation of RIMAC [1]. Furthermore, we use the power levels of
CC2420 radio to measure the energy consumption. To
gather knowledge on nW-MAC performance, asynchronous sender initiated X-MAC [3] and receiver
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Table 2 Simulation Parameters

–

Parameter

Value

Channel bandwidth
Transmission range
Carrier sensing range
Data packet size
RTR packet size
SIFS
RTR window (Tr )
Contention window (CWData )
Contention window (CWRTR )
Slot time
Retry limit
Simulation time

250 Kbps
25 m
55 m
32 bytes
10 bytes
192 μs
8 ms
16
8
320 μs
5
100 s

–

Throughput: it is calculated as the amount of received data (per second) by the sink over the simulation time.
Signaling Overhead (per packet): it is measured in
bytes by dividing the total amount of bytes transmitted as control packets to the total number of
successfully received packets at the sink node.

The error bars in the presented graphs show the
variations of the obtained delay, and demonstrate the
minimum and maximum values among the simulation
runs.
6.2 Chain topology and single-flow performance

initiated RI-MAC [1] protocols are implemented in the
same simulation environment and compared with nWMAC. We use a 6 byte long strobe preamble for X-MAC
which embeds the receiver’s ID; X-MAC receiver remains active for 20 ms at each wake-up [3] and does
a clear channel assessment (CCA) check for possible
strobe preamble(s) from the sender. The CCA check
continues for a time period longer than the interval
between two consecutive preamble transmissions; a
medium idle status at the expiration of the CCA check
forces the receiver to sleep.
i ) of the receivers varies from
The cycle duration (T
0.5 to 2.0 s. A single wake-up followed by a sleep
period, in each cycle, is considered for the receivers in
X-MAC and RI-MAC. However, for nW-MAC, provisions for multiple (n = 4) wake-ups are assumed for

each receiver in every Tni interval. In order to provide
more stable results, an average of ten simulation executions is performed, each for 100 s, under the same
network conditions.
For the simulation results, the following metrics are
used to realize the performance of the proposed nWMAC:
–
–

–

–
–

Energy Consumption: the average energy consumption, in Joules, of all the nodes of the network.
Average Duty Cycle: the ratio between per cycle average active time to the entire cycle time, expressed
in percentage.
End-to-End Delay: the time interval between a
packet generated at the source and received at the
sink.
Per Hop Delay: it is calculated by dividing the endto-end delay with the total number of hops.
Delivery Ratio: the ratio between the total numbers
of packets received by the sink to the number of
packets generated by the source nodes.

To attest to the concept of nW-MAC, it is very important to analyze the multi-hop performance in a chain
topology. In this work’s implementation, eight-node
chain (seven hops) with one source and a sink at each
end are used; the distance between two adjacent nodes
is set to 20m.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the protocols for
both energy and duty cycle. As we observe in Fig. 7a,
the average energy consumption (measured at a rate
of 2 pkts/s with a 1 second cycle) of X-MAC is higher
than the other protocols, due to the preamble transmission causing more energy waste. The RI-MAC also
consumes relatively more energy mainly for the huge
idle listening at the sender end. However, the asynchronously scheduled rendezvous mechanism ensures less
energy consumption for nW-MAC, as it reduces the
idle listening at both the sender and receiver ends.
The graph of Fig. 7b presents the energy performance
under different source reporting rates with a one second
cycle. Although the energy consumption minimally increases at lower rates, as the rate increases the energy
consumption becomes high for each of the protocols.
At a high traffic rate, X-MAC has the highest energy
consumption due to the frequent sending and receiving
of strobe preambles. RI-MAC also has a high energy
consumption due to the collision effect and unnecessary
medium listening. At a high traffic rate, nW-MAC
clearly outperforms the other protocols because of the
scheduled wake-up and reception window strategy.
As shown in Fig. 7c, the duty cycle rises in proportion
to the data rate. The X-MAC and RI-MAC result in a
maximum of 52% and 34% average duty cycle, respectively. These are both much larger than the nW-MAC’s
20% average duty cycle. The active time frequently
increases for X-MAC, when multiple senders contend
for medium access and only one of them is able to send
the preamble or data. Moreover, in RI-MAC, receivers
are mostly found awaken at high rates, though due
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Fig. 7 Performance on energy and duty cycle for chain topology: a average energy consumption for different number of hops, b average
energy consumption, and c average duty cycle for varying source data rate

due to uncoordinated multiple packet receipts mostly
affect the RI-MAC’s delay performance. Conversely,
in nW-MAC, nodes receive multiple packets until the
reception window limit and deliver data using the specified staggered or multiple wake-up schedule. The coordinated and bounded medium access mainly results in
reduced end-to-end delay for nW-MAC.
The per hop average delay of the protocols are
plotted in Fig. 8c; cycle durations 0.5 to 2 seconds are
used with a low data rate of 0.5 pkts/s. The delay of
nW-MAC is nearly identical to one-eighth ( 18 ) of the
cycle, which is possible only for asynchronous staggered
scheduling. In contrast, due to the randomness in the
receiver’s wake-up, the per hop average delay of RIMAC and X-MAC are both approximately equal to one
half of the cycle. The effectiveness of nW-MAC for a
monitoring application is then verified with the delay
performances demonstrated by the simulations.

to collisions their active time seems to be ineffective
from the energy point of view. In contrast, nW-MAC
allows a receiver to receive till the reception window
that eventually bounds the active period of a node.
In Fig. 8, the end-to-end and per hop delay are
evaluated. As shown in Fig. 8a, for all the protocols
(with 2 pkts/s and one second cycle) the end-to-end
delay increases as the number of hops in the chain
increases. However, the delay of X-MAC and RI-MAC
are severely affected by the sleep periods of the nodes.
In nW-MAC, the delay is less than the other two protocols since all of the nodes are able to avoid sleep delay
and adaptively use the provisions of multiple wake-up
schedules for packet reception and sending.
Figure 8b demonstrates that in X-MAC, the overall
delay increases due to the receiver’s sleep schedule and
medium occupancy time for the preamble transmission.
Whereas, the sleep delay and increased retransmission
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Fig. 8 Performance on delay for chain topology: a End-to-end delay for different number of hops, b end-to-end delay for varying
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6.3 Tree topology and multiple flow performance

for X-MAC. Conversely, in RI-MAC senders have to
listen to the medium for a long period before sending
the data; hence, the duty cycle is typically large. However, adaptive nW-MAC has the smallest duty cycle,
30% for 60 source nodes. The load-dependent scheduling and reception window-based MAC helps adaptive
nW-MAC to achieve a superior duty cycle even with
multiple wake-ups.
According to the results of Fig. 9c, the delay of nWMAC surpasses each of the other protocols. Actually,
the use of the multiple wake-ups as well as the multiple
packet reception at each wake-up, results in steady
delay behavior for nW-MAC, even with more sources.
In contrast, the per cycle single wake-up strategy and
sleep delay degrades the delay performances of both
RI-MAC and X-MAC.
In Fig. 10, the tree topology performance of the protocols are compared for different source rates, where
ten sources are randomly chosen. As shown in Fig. 10a,
X-MAC responds with a greater energy consumption
since the senders always attempt to be in rendezvous
with their corresponding receivers. The basic nW-MAC
also has a high energy consumption due to its unnecessary use of multiple wake-ups lacking traffic adaptation.
Although RI-MAC maintains low energy consumption
at low a rate, as the rate increases the energy consumption also increases for idle listening and collision related
retransmission. In contrast, avoidance of such waste
assures less energy consumption for nW-MAC even at
a higher traffic rate. In simulations, it is observed that
the number of contenders (or senders) decreases with
an increase in the number of wake-ups in the same node
cycle, resulting in fewer collisions in nW-MAC.
As demonstrated in Fig. 10b, during low rates, adaptive nW-MAC has a marginal duty cycle difference
from both X-MAC and RI-MAC. However, as the rate

A network of a 100 × 100 m area is used for the tree
topology, where 100 nodes are deployed in a uniform
random distribution. On average, most of the sensors
are found within four to seven hops away from the sink.
In Fig. 9, the performances of basic nW-MAC and
adaptive nW-MAC are compared with X-MAC and
RI-MAC. To analyze the energy consumption, a low
periodic traffic of 0.5 pkts/s is considered, along with
a diverse number of sources. Figure 9a represents
the general incremental trend of energy usage with
an increased number of sources. When the number
of sources is larger, X-MAC experiences significantly
higher energy consumption than the other protocols.
Note that for fewer sources, the basic nW-MAC consumes more energy, as compared with X-MAC, due to
its initial scheduling having multiple wake-ups. However, as the number of sources increases, the amplification of the preamble transmission mostly affects
X-MAC. Among the protocols, adaptive nW-MAC
appears to be the most energy efficient since it ensures better energy utilization with minimum waste. RIMAC consumes less energy for fewer sources; when
the number of sources increases it consumes and wastes
more energy due to a large number of collisions.
Adaptive nW-MAC achieves a lower duty cycle than
X-MAC and RI-MAC, as shown in Fig. 9b. However, in
case of fewer sources, basic nW-MAC has the highest
duty cycle due to its fixed multiple wake-ups in each
cycle. In X-MAC, prior to a data transmission a sender
has to send the preamble while other senders in the
same neighborhood wait in active mode; hence, the
average duty cycle becomes longer. As the number of
sources increases node participation in data forwarding
also increases, resulting in a maximum 60% duty cycle
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Fig. 10 Performance comparison for tree topology with different source traffic rates: a energy consumption, b average duty cycle, and
c end-to-end delay

increases nW-MAC performs better due to its adaptability and efficiency in using n wake-up schedules.
It is worthy to observe that at high traffic rates the
duty cycle of basic nW-MAC is more concise than both
X-MAC and RI-MAC, since the nodes in the basic
protocol maintain a fixed wake-up(s) in each cycle.
The delay effectiveness of nW-MAC for different
data generation rates is shown in Fig. 10c. As expected,
the delay of nW-MAC is lower for the single wake-up
strategy at a low traffic rate and the multiple wakeup strategy at a high traffic rate. In contrast, RI-MAC
experiences a relatively high delay for typical sleep
delay and collision related retransmissions at low and
high traffic rates, respectively.
Figure 11 shows the delivery ratio of the protocols.
Although at lower traffic rates the delivery ratio of RIMAC and X-MAC demonstrate better performance, at
high traffic rates their delivery ratio sharply decreases

due to the increasing number of collision losses. For
both low and high traffic, nW-MAC achieves a better
delivery ratio; a maximum of approximately 95% of
the generated packets is received by the sink during
simulation. Thus, the results reflect the efficient use of
multiple wake-ups in handling traffic variations.
Figure 12 compares the signaling overhead of the
protocols as a function of the source rate, where it is
observed that the signaling overhead of nW-MAC is
less than the other protocols. In nW-MAC, the amount
of contentions and collisions are always maintained at
a sustainable level due to the adaptive and additive
use of multiple wake-up provisions by a receiver at
each cycle. Hence, it is possible to restrain the per
packet signaling overhead (use of RTR and ACK) at
an optimal level; which guarantees better throughput
as well (shown in Section 6.4). In contrast, the lack of
traffic adaptability incurs more collisions in RI-MAC,
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resulting in lesser throughput, especially at high traffic
rates. Intuitively the contentions as well as per packet
signaling overhead (use of beacon and ACK) are also
increased for retransmissions. The overhead of X-MAC
produces the poorest results, having more variations in
the graph. This is because for a single data transmission
the sender uses a variable series of strobe preambles
until it receives an ACK from the receiver.
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In order to investigate the applicability of nW-MAC for
an event monitoring application, we further consider
a simulation environment with regular traffic (periodic observation) at a very low rate of 0.2 pkts/s and
event traffic (event detection) at a rate of 4 pkts/s. All
of the nodes in the same tree topology (Section 6.2)
periodically generate the regular traffic. In the network, ten sources in two randomly selected locations
are considered for event data generation. The event
traffic locations, triggering time, and maximum distance of the event sources from the sink are given in
Table 3.
In Fig. 13, the throughput observations of both nWMAC and RI-MAC are plotted over the simulation
time, and the bar line shows the average throughput
achieved at the sink. It can be seen that nW-MAC
maintains a better throughput for both traffic environments. At low traffic, the use of asynchronous staggered schedule ensures an on time delivery of 88%
of the packets every second. Whereas, for RI-MAC
it is approximately 65% of the total generated packets. Furthermore, for event traffic, multiple wake-up
schedules report 68% of the packets every second for
nW-MAC, and RI-MAC ensures 45% reception of the
packets.
We also observe the average end-to-end delay of
the received packets during the event occurrence time.
Figure 14 shows a sustainable average delay of 1.22 s
for the packets of event 1, and 1.51 s for the packets of
event 2. We believe that the achieved throughput and
delay for nW-MAC are well suited for a monitoring
network in order to fulfill the target of timely and
effective actions.

2

1

Table 3 Event traffic settings
Event
(id)
Event 1
Event 2

Location
(x, y)
(60, 80)
(70, 15)

Time
(s)
20th–35th
60th–70th

Distance
(hop)
3
4
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Fig. 14 Average delay of received event traffic
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7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an innovative asynchronously scheduled duty cycle MAC protocol for
WSN having n number of multiple wake-up provisions.
Unlike previous MAC protocols, nW-MAC considers
both energy consumption and delay, in parallel, and
achieves a better energy-delay trade-off with multiple
(n = 4) wake-ups per cycle for the receivers. Furthermore, reception window-based adaptive nW-MAC is
able to cope with dynamic traffic environments, i.e.,
WSNs having monitoring applications. The analysis and
simulation results demonstrate that nW-MAC has a
lower energy consumption and better delay optimization, as well as throughput, than other currently existing
protocols.
It is very challenging to incorporate broadcast traffic
in any asynchronous duty cycle MAC, since each node
maintains periodic wake-up and sleep schedules at
random. Furthermore, the hidden terminal problem is
a prospective research issue to be handled in sensor
MAC protocols. Like existing asynchronous schemes,
the nW-MAC protocol also carries these limitations,
and we leave them for future research.
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